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Abstract
The urbanized terrain of Sdo Paulo is characterized by wasteful
landscapes on peripheral areas of the metropolitan agglomeration,
and decaying landscapes of waste in the core of the city. If on the one
hand, the increasingly vacant core of Sho Paulo is fully equipped with
infrastructure, on the other, the burgeoning periphery sprawls onto
non-structured lands.
Within the core of the city, the Sho Paulo lowlands stand out as a
potential regional site to address this major incongruence. This
thesis proposes to study the modernization of a landscape, from an
undesired floodplain into a crucial component for the functioning of
the metropolis. I examine the lowlands as a constructed landscape,
and argue that the infrastructural nature of the territory creates
a platform for continued reclamation. By identifying the themes
and narrative of the area, I then explore the lowlands as a site for
contemporary urban planning in order to re-frame the city's current
questions regarding its future.
Alan Berger
Thesis Supervisor
Dennis Frenchman
Thesis Reader
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INTRODUCTION
Any visitor flying in to So Paulo is rapidly able to sense the
challenges faced by local planners and designers. Only from
above it is possible to grasp the sheer scale of the urban expanse
that characterizes contemporary macrometropolises. A careful
observer, however, will also notice the stark concentration of
informal settlements in the periphery, especially those located on
the banks of rivers and reservoirs, and completely disconnected
from the metropolitan infrastructure network. The ride from the
airport to the core of Sho Paulo through the infamous Marginais
expressways, that run adjacent to the two main rivers in the city,
reveal to the visitor how Sao Paulo drastically engineered and
disrupted the regional natural systems in its frantic urbanization
process.
This first encounter with the city only hints at much larger and
pressing structural problems, the expansion of the urbanized
terrain on the fringes of the city, and Sao Paulo's constant struggle
with the indiscriminate urbanization of its floodplain. Wasteful
landscapes evolve on the once pristine fringes of the city, while
sectors of the core decay into interstitial landscapes of waste'.
Extensive research illustrates this process of urbanization,
where the central areas of Sao Paulo have progressively lost
inhabitants in the last decades, while the periphery has grown
intensively2 . The increasingly vacant core of the city is fully
equipped with infrastructure. In contrast, the periphery lacks the
FIGURE 0.1
Sio Paulo Macrometropolis I
Night View
source: EMBRAPA 2007
most basic elements of public service, such as sanitation, public
transportation, schools and cultural facilities, etc. Furthermore,
jobs are highly concentrated in the central areas, creating the
condition of"dormitory cities"3 in the fringes of S~o Paulo, and
putting enormous pressure on the transit infrastructure.
Within the urbanized core, a particular territory stands out as
a potential site to reverse the aforementioned condition. The
S~o Paulo lowlands are today a conglomerate of progressively 3. Idem, 42
vacant industrial structures connected by complex natural
and infrastructural systems of metropolitan significance. Once
an undesired portion of So Paulo, due to the overflow of its
rivers (and later due to the city's lack of comprehensive waste
management plans), the lowlands were gradually reclaimed and
played a primary role in the expansion and industrialization efforts
~
FIGURE 0.2
Billings Reservoir
Informal settlements on
the fringes of the city have
experienced intensive growth
source: Andr6 Bonacin
of Sho Paulo in the 19th and 20th centuries. They are today a
constructed landscape, integral to the functioning of the whole
metropolis. Yet, as industry moves out (reflecting a global shift in
manufacturing processes) leaving behind its wasted landscape, the
future of this highly strategic territory remains uncertain.
Although there is a clear consensus among planners, designers
and scholars about the need to establish a stronger relationship
between infrastructure and land use, such a proposition is yet
to be realized. Some noteworthy gestures by the municipality
of S8o Paulo, which will be detailed in the following chapters,
attempt to redirect the current cycle of development, and the
lowlands inadvertently assume an important role in these efforts.
Nonetheless, they have all fallen short given the complexity
and scale of the problem. The private sector, however, has been
attentive to the potential of the lowlands, in particular of its
large post-industrial parcels, and has been diligent in providing
new residential buildings in the area. These interventions are
occurring with little or no participation of Sho Paulo's planning
agencies, and in the absence of an overall scheme for the lowlands.
Consequently, the narrative and identity of the area are slowly
being dilapidated, while piecemeal interventions are aggravating
the urbanization of the city's floodplain.
This thesis investigates a possible strategy to revert the current
pattern of urban development in the So Paulo lowlands. It
elaborates on the notion of systemic design, where site-specific
interventions feed back on the larger natural and constructed
systems they are part of. In addition, it further explores how
new urban projects can mitigate the effects of irresponsible
urbanization of watersheds and floodplains. This work proposes to
understand the lowlands as a site for systemic interventions and to
reveal it by mapping a condition of intense transformation.
In order to demonstrate how this strategy can be applied to Sho
Paulo, the thesis progresses in the following manner:
The first chapter provides a historical overview of Sho Paulo by
focusing on its lowlands. More important than a mere journalistic
account, this chapter highlights the conditions that created
~ ' -i-i i---i __i... ..)iii_ i.i _. i~ I 'i- il.~;F-~--'~l ~-^l-i-.- (-.-1 - -r---11_ F-*-li..li-i).jiil_~~.~_l:jl~_~i~jl-~-~~ _-_ lii:.-iii-~~i~;: ; _
FIGURE 0.3
So Paulo Lowlands I Panorama
Mo6ca and Ipiranga districts
source: Author
this unique sector of the macrometropolitan territory, and the
underlying project for its reclamation and physical formation. It
attempts to uncover the narrative of construction of Sho Paulo's
built environment and the role of infrastructure as a platform
for continued reclamation. In addition, the chapter reveals
the systemic importance of the lowlands as a concentrated
infrastructural landscape that is integral to the functioning of the
metropolis as a whole. It is my understanding that the themes
described above are key to the full comprehension of the city's
current problems, as well as to the formulation of adequate urban
design propositions in the So Paulo lowlands.
Having delineated the narrative of the lowlands, its role in the
metropolis and the enduring urban identity of the area, the second
chapter elaborates on the theme of systemic permanence. I distill
-r a r _ II I r
some ideas presented in the first chapter and, in light of current
additions and interventions to the lowlands, discuss the challenges
and opportunities they pose to the contemporary planning of
the lowland territory. I highlight a persistent theme of systemic
resilience, and lack of systemic interventions, that has contributed
to the decay of the area. The purpose is to develop a critical
understanding of the transformations already underway and draw
research questions on potential alternatives to this process.
The third chapter examines precedents of systemic interventions,
by critically looking at case studies that invoke the same idea of
interventions that feed back into larger systems. These cases shed
light on the issues and challenges presented in the first chapters.
The transformation of the Ruhr Valley, popularly known as Emscher
Landscape Park, is perhaps the most pertinent example of systemic
regeneration. It becomes particularly relevant given its ability to
accommodate the industrial heritage of the region. Precedents of
systemic thinking can also be taken from Frederick Olmsted's Back
Bay Fens, which pioneered the understanding of the intersecting
issues infrastructure and urbanism. The purpose of this chapter is
to use the findings brought about by these projects to re-frame
the contemporary spatial design questions of the So Paulo
lowlands.
In chapter four, I explore the lowlands as a site for contemporary
urban planning. Through mapping, the chapter reveals the
lowlands as a systemic territory and introduces a strategy for
FIGURE 0.4
Sio Paulo I Urbanized Core
Partial view of the agglomeration
[see foldout 01]
source: Google Earth
a potential configuration of an open space system. However,
because this work has dealt more with excavating the hidden
questions of a territory to understand it as a systemic and
infrastructural site, delineating the precise direction for spatial
design is not the purpose of this thesis. Rather, I am interested
in how the analysis of the lowlands can re-frame the questions
related to its regional regeneration and the expansion of its
current program.
The conclusion evaluates the main findings of the research and
how it relates to the contemporary practices of urban design and
planning. It also provides a set of brief recommendations in light of
Sio Paulo's capacity and current efforts to reintegrate the lowlands
in the productive urban cycle.
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CHAPTER I
Constructing the Systemic
Landscape
INTRODUCTION
So Paulo is the capital of the State of So Paulo, Brazil's most populous
state. It is also South America's largest city, with a metropolitan
population of over 19 million'. It is strategically located on a plateau
at an average elevation 800 meters, 70 kilometers from the sea and
Santos, South America's largest port. S~o Paulo (SP) is South America's
richest city, accounting for 19% of Brazil's GDP2.
SP has experienced three major transformations since its foundation
as a Jesuit outpost in 1554, and were responsible for attracting
huge influxes of immigrants, foreign and national. The Brazilian
coffee boom in the 19th century triggered the first period of intense
growth, and Sho Paulo established itself as a major trading center.
A second period of transformation was brought about by the 1929
Wall Street Crash. When coffee prices plummeted, the economic
emphasis shifted from agriculture to industry, and SP quickly became
the industrial center of Brazil. The third period of transformation
occurred at the end of the 20th century and is still underway. Fuelled
by a process of deindustrialization, the economy is now emphasizing
on the service sector, securing So Paulo a role as a main business
hub for Latin America, hosting many local and international banking
offices, law firms, multinational companies and consumer services3.
S~o Paulo has layered three major periods of transformation in a
span of roughly a hundred years4 , and as a consequence, urban
1. 19,226,426 in 2007, according to the
Institute of Geography and Statistics - IBGE
2. The London School of Economics and
Political Science. South American Cities:
Securing an Urban Future (London: LSE,
2008), 21
3. Ibid, Ibidem
4.The scholar Benedito Lima deToledo
coined the expression in his seminal
book Sdo Paulo: Three Cities in a Century
of 1981. Toledo describes the transforma-
tion of the city, the evolution of building
techniques and reconstruction of the built
environment. His narrative describes the
cannibalistic effect of the city's transforma-
tion, where in a human life span, the city
erases the environment of the previous
generation
FIGURE 1.1
So Paulo Macrometropolis I
Metropolitan Network
source: EMBRAPA / 2002
Highlight by Author
development has always raced ahead of urban planning.The fierce
urgency of infrastructural demands at a metropolitan scale to
support these transformations has inflicted deep scars in the city's
urban tissue and impacted its environmental performance. The
process of transformation of Sho Paulo, from a small village nested
within an intricate system of hills, valleys and lowlands, to the
largest urban agglomeration in the southern hemisphere was only
accomplished by drastically engineering the natural landscape.
The following chapter intends to delineate the major periods of
transformation of the city and the process of formation of a systemic
metropolitan territory, highlighting the construction of the main
infrastructural systems, and the engineering of natural ones. It
outlines the process of land reclamation, the central role of Sdo
Paulo's reclaimed lowlands in the construction of a concentrated
infrastructural landscapes, which has dictated the arrangement of
urban relationships in the metropolis. Furthermore, this overview
will demonstrate the emergence of a new phase of reclamation as
Sco Paulo reinvents itself as a hub for the tertiary economy. More
than ever the lowlands will have a singular role in the substitution of
obsolete programs derived from past economic regimes.
The chapter attempts to provide a condensed, yet necessary,
background for the comprehension of the city's current structure,
problems and opportunities, to form the basis for a systemic
proposition.
FIGURE 1.2
Sio Paulo Macrometropolis I
Plateau and Santos
source: Google Earth
Highlight by Author
5. Franco, Fernando Mello. A Construgdo do
Caminho:A Estruturagio da Metrdpole pela
Conformagdo Tcnica das Vdrzeas e Planicies
Fluviais da Bacia de Sdo Paulo (PhD Diss.,
University of S o Paulo, 2007), 208
6. Reis, Nestor Goulart. Sao Paulo:
Vila, Cidade, Metr6pole.
(Sio Paulo:Takano), 2004), 17
7. Sim6es Jr., Jose Geraldo.
AnhangabaO: Hist6ria e Urbanismo
(Sao Paulo: Senac), 2006), 19
THE ELECTED SITE
The selection of a site for a new settlement defines its success. In
order to thrive, a site must provide basic elements such as the natural
resources necessary for agriculture, connectivity and security. It is fair
to say that Portuguese priest Manuel da N6brega, when approaching
the area now known as modern Sho Paulo, probably had no doubt
that he had found the site for his new Jesuit mission. The region
was bounded by the valleys of the Tamanduatei, Tiet6 and Pinheiros
rivers, with some stretches of bush and immense grass-covered
flatlands prone to seasonal flooding. Rich in fishing and hunting, the
fields and climate were suitable for raising European cattle and the
legumes, greens and fruits he had brought from Portugal6 .
Seeking closer relations with native Indian tribes, N6brega intended
to engage with the local indigenous people by building a church
and school. He established his settlement on a triangular-shaped
acropolis where a tribe was already located. The Indian chief Tibiriga
allowed the Jesuits to occupy the southeastern tip of the acropolis,
exposed to the cold winds coming from the south and, hence,
undesirable to the natives7 . Interestingly, the establishment on
grounds already inhabited by the natives built upon their knowledge
of the territory. For example, the prominence of the terraced land
was strategic as it guaranteed good visibility as well as a physical
barrier to potential enemy raids.
FIGURE 1.3
Continental Context
Morphology
source: FRANCO, 2007, 28
Highlight by Author
Another key factor to the success of the settlement, known to the
natives, was the strategic connectivity of the site. Nested in what we
now refer to as the Sho Paulo Basin8, it was the origin of an extensive
system of Indian trails. The three main rivers in the basin were fully
navigable and connected the region to a greater hydrological
network that extended in all directions of the South American
continent. In the next years, these Pre-Cabral trails were the basis
for the expansion of the colony towards the unknown hinterland'0 .
Since its inception as a humble Jesuit outpost, the settlement
already had irrefutable regional relevance. Sho Paulo was born with a
metropolitan vocation.
8. The correct geographic name of this
geographic region is UpperTietL Basin.
However, it has been commonly referred
to as the SAo Paulo Basin, following the
work of renowned geographer Aziz
Ab'Saber, denoting the"humanization" of
the original condition
9. The discovery of Brazil is attributed to
Pedro Alvares Cabral, in 1500
10. Sevcenko, Nicolau. Pindorama
Revisitada. Cultura e Sociedade Nos
Tempos do Virada
(Sio Paulo: Peir6polis, 2000)
FIGURE 1.4
Sio Paulo Topographical Plan + Section I
Triangular acropolis can be seen to the
left, bounded by the Anhangaba6 and
Tamanduatei rivers
source: Original by AZIZ AB'SABER apud SHIEH, 2006.
11. A detailed analysis of the
formation of the initial settlement
according to established routes
and rainwater courses, as well as its
construction techniques was done
by Nestor Goulart Reis' Sdo Paulo:
Vila, Cidade, Metrdpole. 2004
12. bid, 25
FORM RESPONSIVE TO LANDSCAPE
Settlements are built in a way that bear close relation to their site.
In the case of SP it could hardly be otherwise. An analysis of the
fabric and fortification wall of the initial town, based on 17th and
18th century cartography, enables us to draw conclusions on the
formation of the initial settlement. Two main aspects were taken
in to consideration when developing the location of streets and
buildings". First, the Indian trails and routes used to connect the site
to the larger region were extended within the fortification walls, and
the town gates were located on these axes. The main access point
to and from SP was along Tabatinguera Way, leading to the springs
that provided fresh drinking and to the city of Santos, the connection
to Europe. The other important gateway to the town led to the
Tamanduatei, at a meandering stretch of the river used as a port.
Second, given the peculiar topography of the site, rainwater courses
had to be kept free of any obstacles. Extra care was needed because
builders in Sho Paulo used a technique consisted of pressed or
molded earth. Watercourses were let free so that rainwater could
flow along streets and alleys. Rainwater flowed from the highest
land (now Joao Mendes Sq.) to the edge of the hill towards the
Tamanduatei River. Water followed four longitudinal and two
transversal axes, corresponding to the streets of the old town quarter.
The importance of the watercourses can be drawn from the minutes
and registers of the Municipal Council that mention erosion and
flood damage at the points where these flows merged".
- I _-I -I--
Since established Indian routes were rationally determined by
topography, and the same can be said about the rainwater courses,
it is fair to say that the form of the initial settlement was completely
derived as a function of landscape characteristics of the site.
Moreover, the natural conditions of the triangular hill chosen by
N6brega constrained the form and size of the city for at least three
centuries.
ESTABLISHING CENTRALITY
Sho Paulo grew very little during the first years of its existence. It
was the news that precious metals were found in the continent
that sparked the first wave of people to the town. Incursions to the
unknown territories of Brazil had Sho Paulo as their departure point,
using pre-established Indian routes and trails leading inland.The
town quickly began to develop as a trading center that provided the
FIGURE 1.5
Jesuit Mission 1500s I
Maps depicting initial settlement and
fortification walls, and relationship to
existing routes and rainwater courses
(superimposed on 1711 map)
source: REIS, 2004, 21
FIGURE 1.6
Sio Paulo Early 1800s I
Government Square, drawing by Jean
Baptiste Debret
source: TOLEDO 2004,54
supporting activities for these expeditions. The Portuguese Crown
elevated SP to the category of"city"in 1711 and the cartography of
the time shows the city had expanded to occupy a greater area of the
triangular hill.
The mining period in Brazil lasted roughly from 1600 to 1760. The
mining regions started to show signs of exhaustion and the Crown
initiated a process of economic reorganization of the colony. In the
case of SP there were incentives to promote agriculture, mainly
sugar, on the fertile plateau to supply the European markets 3 . The13. bid, 24
regions of Campinas, Lorena and It6 began to establish themselves
as agricultural hubs in the hinterland, and the routes leading to the
port in Santos (where the output was exported) converged to SP. The
'::,i ' cv : "~~~-- .• . :.. . o.= :
.SX.. ki
41,
FIGURE 1.7
Santos Port 1800s
Before the construction of rail, coffee was
transported to Santos on mules. Unknown
photographer.
source: VIVA 0CENTRO
city gradually strengthened its role as a trading center despite the
economic and political turmoil of the transition period.
The emphasis on sugar gradually shifted to coffee, a product
that better adapted to highland soil and climate, and yielded
higher profits in the European market. The output was still being
transported on mules to Santos until mid 18th century, when a
burgeoning demand for the product attracted foreign investors,
to build a railway connecting Sho Paulo to the agricultural lands. A
railway would provide a more efficient flow of exports to the port
of Santos but also required massive capital investment. Backed by
English investors, Barao de Maui, an entrepreneur that pioneered
rail in Brazil14, was granted a concession from the Crown to build the
railway, having a monopoly from the plateau to the sea.
14. Soukef Jr., Antonio and D'Alessio, Vito.
Leopoldina Railway: 150Anos de Ferrovia no
Brasil (SAo Paulo: Dialeto, 2005), 55
15. Love, Joseph L Sdo Paulo in the
Brazilian Federation 1889-1937 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press: 1980), 36
16. The SAo Paulo Railway is also
commonly known as"Santos-Jundiai"
making reference to its terminal stops
11soft
FIGURE 1.8
Esta;o da Luz 1901 1
SAo Paulo Railway passenger station in Luz
neughboorhood. Introduction of rail is re-
garded as SAo Paulo's second foundation.
Unknown photographer.
source: VIVA 0 CENTRO
FIGURE 1.9
SPR and Serra do Mar I
Overcoming the escarpment was crucial
to distribute coffee output. Unknown
photographer.
source: VIVA 0 CENTRO
FIGURE 1.10
Rail and TietL River I
In search of cheap land.
source: ELETROPAULO, apud FRANCO, 2007
THE RAIL AND THE LANDSCAPE
The Sho Paulo Railway (SPR) opened in 1867 and is commonly
referred to as the "second foundation" of the city. The monopoly
reinforced the converging nature of SP when further expansions of
the rail network were introduced. It sparked a period of prosperity
that would change the character of Sio Paulo forever. In fact, it was
the network that allowed the whole State of SP to be integrated in a
single-economy system. In contrast, other competing burgeoning
state economies in Brazil at the time lagged due to disparate regional
production, or opposing interests from coastal zones to those of the
interior'5 .For the purpose of this thesis, however, it is important to
focus on the impact the railway had on the form of the city.
The folded landscape of the region did not offer many alternatives
for the route of the railway. In search of cheap and flat land to build
the railway, the lowlands alongside Sho Paulo's rivers appeared
as an obvious location. It provided flat and continuous land that
minimized costs with earth moving and allowed wide-angle curves.
Furthermore, the lowlands had been avoided, it not completely
undesired, for urban occupation given its proneness to flooding.
The railway had its origin in the agricultural region of Jundiai and
approached the city from the north, following the course of the
Tiet6 River. It then inflected southeast to continue along the course
of its tributary Tamanduatei, in the direction of Santos16 . In the
following years, other railways eventually connected to the SPR,
FIGURE 1.11
Rail and Tiett River I
In search of cheap land.
source: ELETROPAULO, apud FRANCO, 2007
which still maintained the monopoly from SP to the Port of Santos.
The Sorocabana Railway reached out to the west of the State and
the Central do Brasil connected SP to the capital Rio de Janeiro. The
implementation of the network was completely associated to the
geographical condition of the territory. In observing a map of SP, it is
visible that the railway network reinforced the Pre-Cabral routes that
reaching out to the hinterland, and as a consequence, the city's role
as a node that articulated these fluxes' .
The introduction of rail in SP triggered a virtuous cycle of
development. Along with the tracks, stations, rail yards and bypasses,
the SPR also motivated the development of the necessary supporting
infrastructure and activities, such as warehousing, commerce,
banking, etc. It generated a demand for labor that attracted both
17. FRANCO (2007), 104
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FIGURE 1.12
Rail and Lowlands I
Topography of Sio Paulo and tracks.
The lowlands were the best site for the
construction of rail
source: Diagram by Author
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a skilled and unskilled workforce to the city. By compressing the
distances between farms and the city, the SPR allowed affluent
families to begin establishing themselves in the new wealthy
neighborhoods located around the centrally located stations18 .
Furthermore, the SPR re-oriented the vector of urbanization to the
lowlands, leading to the irreversible process of occupation of the
floodplains. In fact, the introduction of infrastructure would elevate
the role of the lowlands in the development of the city, establishing
the territory as a platform for permanent modernization of Sho Paulo.
LANDSCAPE RESPONSIVE TO FORM
From its foundation to the construction of the SPR, Sho Paulo
developed in ways that bore strong relations to the natural and
geographic conditions of the region. In the last quarter of the
19th century, the main core of the city was still constrained by
the Tamanduatef and Anhangaba6 valleys, conforming to the
FIGURE 1.13
Downtown 5io Paulo 1930s
Coffee trade triggered period of prosperity,
reflected in buildings and commerce.
Unknown photographer.
source:VIVAO CENTRO
18. In addition to the efficiency of rail,
another factor that allowed affluent
families to move to the city was the
abolition of slavery in 1888. Abolition
attracted huge masses of immigrant
labor who rented farming land to work.
This new business model, less control
dependant, allowed land owners to
live outside their properties. The first
neighborhood to cater to this market was
Campos Eliseos (a translation of Champs
Elisefs), located close to the Luz and Julio
Prestes stations
19. What is now known as the Historic
Triangle is the area defined by vertices
of the triangular acropolis. At these
vertices, three Catholic orders erected
their religious compounds. The Benedict
order was established at the north,
the Carmelites at the southeast, and
the Franciscans at the southwest.The
compounds were built between 1594-
1647, and symbolized the territorial limits
of the city for over 250 years
FIGURE 1.14+ 1.15
S5o Paulo 1900s I
Viaduto do Ch opened a new front of
development by overcoming the valley.
Unknown photographer.
source:VIVA 0 CENTRO
FIGURE 1.16
Sho Paulo 1910s I
AnhangabaO River was coulvert and
valley was landscaped by Antoin Bouvard.
Unknown photographer.
source: VIVA 0 CENTRO
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limits of the triangular acropolis where it was first established. The
Triangle1 9, as the centre became known, concentrated all the city
functions and social strata in a compact area. However, with the
introduction of the SPR and the development boom it ignited,
the city needed to expand beyond the historic hill. In 1867, when
the SPR began operating, SP had 21,000 inhabitants. By 1890 the
population had reached 65,000, and the increase was even steeper
in the following years.
Perhaps the most symbolic inflection point in the expansion of
the city is the construction of the Viaduto do Ch in 1892, a bridge
connecting two terraced lands above the Anhangaba6 Valley. It
opened a new front of expansion to the Centro Novo (New Center)
by overcoming a major physical barrier for development. In fact,
the construction of the bridge re-oriented the city's front door
and in the following decades heavy investments were made in
"urbanizing" the Anhangaba6 Valley. The river was channeled and
culvert, and the French landscape architect Antoin Bouvard was
commissioned to transform the derelict lowland into a park. SP had
begun an irreversible process of taming nature to expand its limits.
The city took pride in what was perceived as feats of engineering,
associating these interventions to the brave expeditionary efforts
of the first settlers. They were instantly adopted as landmarks,
illustrating postcards that were mailed to the four corners of
the world. The most radical of all these interventions was the
reclamation of the Tamanduatef, TietL and Pinheiros lowlands.
Motivated by different reasons and carried out in an extensive time
span, the overarching goal of the projects was to provide the basis
for the economic and physical construction of metropolitan SP.
THE RECLAIMED LANDSCAPE
Like most cities in the world, SP did not have a comprehensive
plan to deal with the waste of its inhabitants. The Tamanduatei
River, despite being the most important source of water in the city,
was also the destination of its waste. It did not take long for SP to
experience the first epidemics of cholera. In the late 19th century, the
city also suffered from outbreaks of malaria, yellow fever, and even
bubonic plague20 .During the seasons of heavy rain, the river would
overflow and flood the lowlands with fetid water. The lowlands
became a public health problem, and from mid 19th century to the
1970s, a continuous process of"sanitizing"them was implemented.
Such a long and uninterrupted implementation, regardless of
changes in public administration, is practically unheard of in SP.
In 1848, the city approved the channeling of the Tamanduatei
River in the stretch closest to the Triangle, resulting in more than
90,000 square meters of reclaimed land to be sold for urban
development 21. The best way to understand the reclamation timeline
of the Tamanduatei Valley is through the study of the cartography
produced at the time. The map entitled Carta Capital, of 1842,
illustrates the original course of the river, as well as the sparse
urbanization outside the limits of the Triangle. In another map,
FIGURE 1.17
Tamanduatei River ]
Lowlands became a public health hazard.
Unknown photographer.
source: VIVA 0 CENTRO
20. Costa, Luiz Augusto Maia. O Idedrio
Urbano Paulista na Virada do Sculo.
0 Engenheiro Theodoro Sampaio a as
Quest6es Territoriais e Urbanas Modernas
1886-1903 (Master's thesis, University of
SAo Paulo, 2001), 69-71
21. Kahtouni, Saide. Cidade dasAguas
(SAo Carlos: Rima, 2004), 59
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22. The Serra do Mar of Brazil is a plateau
escarpment that rises abruptly from the
Atlantic Ocean and parallels the coast
of Brazil for 2100 kilometers. In Sao
Paulo, the height of the escarpment is of
approximately 750 meters
made by the Cantareira Sewage Company in 1881, the first phase
of reclamation, from the Tamanduatei's mouth to the end of the
acropolis is visible. The presence of the recently inaugurated SPR and
the new front of urbanization around it is also noteworthy. By 1897,
when the Gomes Cardim map was made, the areas around the SPR
had been urbanized, illustrating the catalytic effect infrastructure
had in the development of the city. In the Planta da Cidade de
SP of 1913, a stretch of 6.5 kilometers (all the way to the Ipiranga
River) was already completed. The focus of the reclamation process
of the Tamanduatei Valley was to sanitize areas that were under
development pressure (especially subsequent to the introduction of
the SPR), thus improving their livability.
In contrast, the reclamation of the Pinheiros lowlands was driven
by Sco Paulo's energy demands. In fact, the river was a small part to
a much larger systemic power generation project. In The demand
for power generation was brought about by the growth of SP and
expansion of industrial activities in the early 20th century. The
"Serra Project"was conducted, under a concession, by the English-
Canadian corporation Sao Paulo Tramway, Light and Power Company
(commonly known as Light in Brazil). It involved an elaborate system
of dams and canals to divert all the water in the Pinheiros watershed
to form reservoirs that reached the Serra do Mar 22.The water was
then diverted over the crest of the escarpment to the sea level
(vertical distance of 718 meters), where a power plant was built.
Furthermore, another system of pumps diverted the water from
the Tiet6 River into its tributary to increase the power generation
FIGURE 1.18 A, B, C, D
Historic Maps I
Sequence of historic maps showing
the canalization and occupation of the
Tamanduatei lowland
A. Carta Capital 1842
B. Cantareira Co. 1881
C. Planta Geral 1891
B D. Planta Cidade 1913
source: VIVA 0 CENTRO. SEMPLA
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capacity of the project. To do so, the meandering Pinheiros was
rectified into a canal to achieve greater channel capacity. As a result,
a 25-kilometer stretch of the Pinheiros floodplain was dredged and
reclaimed 23. The concession contracts granted Light development
rights over the reclaimed land, making the company probably the
largest real estate investment corporation in SP. Add to that the
monopoly of the provision of electric power and public transit, and
one can begin to understand the leverage Light had in SP at the time.
The project was so ambitious and environmentally perverse that
even its proponents were skeptical that such an idea would be
approved by government officials. In order to legitimize the project,
Light argued that system would prevent floods in the Pinheiros Valley
opening a new front of expansion that could house half a million
FIGURE 1.19
Pinheiros River I
Original course of river and preparation for
rectification.
source: ELETROPAULO, apud FRANCO 2007
23. Ackerman, Adolph J. Billings and
Water Generation in Sdo Paulo (Madison:
Published by Author, 1953), 32-62
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people (the population of SP at the time). The company also claimed
that the project could present an alternative to the SPR in reaching
the port. However, it was a time of blind optimism towards applied
sciences and modernity, and the project had no resistance to be
implemented. Perhaps, the best example to illustrate the feeling at
the time is the article written about Asa Billings, the man behind the
project, by the renowned journalist Assis Chateaubriand in 1928:
"[...] The more I contemplate the work of this genial American, the more
convinced I am that one of the greatest riches of Brazil today is the
possession - even if temporarily - of this engineer [...]. Mr. Billings is on
FIGURE 1.20 + 1.21 this planet to revolutionize its geography ...], he changes the course
Pinheiros River
Rectification of rivers, transforms the character of their flow, causes rain to fall and
source: ACKERMAN, 1957
inundates valleys, he slashes deep canals through the body of the earth,
straightens the beds of torrents, brooks and rivers, creates lakes of a
billion cubic meters of water, generates electric currents of high tension,
but in the end his aim is to establish more firmly the dominion of man
on this planet. His purpose is revolutionary, because where he goes
24. Ibid, 50-51 he changes the face of nature. [...] This man is the link between God
and mankind [...], it is through him that the lord expresses here in this
imperfect world his high and unfathomable will."24
If on the one hand the Tamanduatef was reclaimed in order to
improve living conditions in a sparsely urbanized area, on the other,
the Tiet6 reclamation was driven by the desire of urban expansion.
The process of channeling the river and dredging the flood plain
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FIGURE 1.22
Light Hydroelectric Project I
Complete engineering of natural system
source: ACKERMAN, 1957
FIGURE 1.23
Light Hydroelectric Project I
Section
source: ACKERMAN, 1957
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25. FRANCO (2007), 156
was also long as in the case of the Tamanduatef, and the piece-meal
implementation caused constant project revisions. By the time it was
completed, in the 1970s the major motivation factor for the project
was the completion of the Marginais expressways that run adjacent
to the canal. Once finalized, it closed the loop of a metropolitan scale
infrastructural project in the Tiet6-Pinheiros lowlands.
The fate of the Marginais to become expressways was defined by the
radial-concentric scheme adopted by the city over time. Perhaps the
most influential infrastructural plan for SP was the 1930s Piano de
Avenidas by Prestes Maia.The premise of the plan was to establish
a road network to support unlimited urban expansion, consisting
of successive ring roads that would determine new frontiers for the
footprint of the city, and the Marginais being the last rings in the
plan. In addition, radial roads built on valleys were then structured
by these rings and converged to the city center. In plain terms,
the scheme introduced the same logic of the fluidity of water to
the fluidity of traffic, where the capacity of each radial road was
determined by the width of the valley on which it was built25 . By
mimicking the hydrological system of the Sho Paulo Basin, where all
the water converged to the Tiet6, Pinheiros and Tamanduatei rivers,
the main water bodies, the transformation of the Marginais into
expressways is quite predictable.
THE RECLAIMED LOWLANDS AS A
CONCENTRATED INFRASTRUCTURAL LANDSCAPE
Slowly, the reclaimed lowlands emerge as a concentrated
infrastructural landscape to support the construction of a
metropolitan territory. A hybrid formation of sorts, the landscape
simultaneously functions as a route for the distribution of agricultural
and industrial output, as a regional and national transit vector, as well
as a generator of power that fuels the expansion of the metropolis.
Ironically, at the same instant as the lowlands structure the urban
relationships at a metropolitan scale, its urbanity is emptied out
at a local scale 26. The SPR, while connecting two distant regions, is
at a local scale a physical barrier that fragments the urban fabric
and separates communities. In the same way, the Marginais serve
a function of articulating almost all the fluxes originated outside
the metropolitan area, but they also lack any kind of interface with
the water or its surrounding context. This dialectic characteristic
of metropolitan infrastructures is key to a clear comprehension of
the SP lowlands. Not only it concentrates diverse (and sometimes
conflicting) infrastructural modes and functions, but also disparate
scales in the same territory.
If the territorial complexity presents in and of itself a challenge for
future interventions, the scales of urban relationships embedded
in the lowlands bring about an opportunity not to be ignored.
FIGURE 1.24
Prestes Maia Plan I Schematic profile
The plan reinforced the radio-concentric
structure of the city and prioritized
vehicular transit.
source: SOMEKH, CAMPOS. 2002,61
FIGURE 1.25
Prestes Maia Plan I
Valleys into arterial roads
source: REIS, 2004:200
26. Meyer, Regina Prosperi. A Construdo da
Metrdpole e a Erosdo de seu Centro. Revista
Urbs 14 (1999): 28
FIGURE 1.26
Infrastructural Landscape I
Infrastructure determines programs and
structures the construction of form.
source: Author
If precisely inserted in the mesh of infrastructural systems,
interventions that take place in the lowlands have the potential
to reverberate and impact the entire metropolitan structure. The
historic overview of the formation of the concentrated infrastructural
landscape as a platform for the transformations of the metropolis,
corroborates this proposition.
OCCUPATION OF THE RECLAIMED LANDSCAPE
The concentration of infrastructure in the lowlands, and the
availability of cheap and continuous land stimulated a certain type
of occupation in the reclaimed landscape. The once rejected and
undesired territory became the most rational and appropriate
location for the development of the industrial sector in SP. The
industrialization of SP was responsible for the second major period
FIGURE 1.27
Infrastructural Landscape 
Marginais articulate intra-urban and
regional fluxes.
source: Author
of urban transformation previously described in this thesis, and its
physical manifestation cannot be dissociated from the infrastructural
landscape that projected the development of the city.
Industrialization in SP was since its inception based upon the
demand generated by the growing overseas market for coffee.
The crop was the basis for domestic industrial growth because it
provided the most elementary pre-requisite of a factory system
- capital accumulation and a money economy. Coffee trade not
only generated the demand for industrial production, it also
paid for much of the economic and social overhead necessary to
make domestic manufacturing profitable27. Immigrant labor was
initially drawn to SP to work in plantations, and in the same way,
the construction of railroads was entirely a function of the coffee
expansion. The rail system was built either by foreign investors with
27. Dean, Warren. The Industrialization
of So Paulo: 1880-1945. (Austin: The
University of Texas Press, 1969), 4
FIGURE 1.28
Industries in Sho Paulo I
Interface with rail.
source: REIS, 2004:143
FIGURE 1.29
Industries in Sio Paulo I
Industrial programs concentrated along
tracks in the lowlands.
source: FRANCO, 2007:109
28. LOVE (1980), 49
29. Reis, Nestor Goulart. Notas Sobre
Urbanizaqdo Dispersa e Novas Formas de Tecido
Urbano. (Sjo Paulo: Via das Artes, 2006) 116
30. The concept of agglomeration
economies traces back to Alfred Weber's
1929 classical theory of the location of
industry. Agglomerative factors include
the network externalities derived from
the clustering of plants, such as the
specialized division of labor between them
that create an environment of economic
complementarity
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the expectation of hauling coffee (as in the case of the SPR) or by
planters with their profits. Even the Port of Santos, so important to
early manufacturing because of the need for imported raw materials,
was likewise a coffee venture. So when speculative overproduction
in the late 1920s and the 1929 Wall Street Crash, which resulted in
plummeting crop prices, brought the coffee boom to an end 28, SP
already had the necessary infrastructural systems to become an
industrial center.
It was, in fact, the dependence on the infrastructural system
established by the trade of coffee that determined the location of
factories in the city. The earliest factories were powered by steam
engines fueled with charcoal or imported coal, which was shipped
from the port to their facilities by train. The tracks were then used
to transport manufactured products inland or back to Santos
where they would be shipped to other states of the country29. It
is important to note that Brazil, in the early 20th century, had a
minimal, if not almost inexistent, road infrastructure network. This
dependence, in addition to the availability of cheap reclaimed land
and water that could be drawn from the canalized rivers, would
provide the basis for the transformation of the SP lowlands into
a linear cluster of industrial production. The location of factories
eventually stimulated the construction of worker housing, and
together, these uses determined the occupation pattern of the
area. Ultimately, the reclaimed landscape provided agglomeration
economies" that maintained this industrial cluster and defined the
industrial geography of SP for decades to come.
The trend towards industrial concentration in the city of SP is
reflected in the city's share of industrial employment. By 1960, the
State of SP (already the largest agglomeration of manufacturing
capacity in Latin America3 1) concentrated 50% of Brazil's industrial
employment 32, of which 71% were in the city of SP33 . However,
similar to most industrial cities around the globe, Sio Paulo's
manufacturing concentration slowly began to be weaken, and a long
process of industrial dispersion starts to impact the landscape.
WASTE IN THE RECLAIMED LANDSCAPE
The historical geography of industrial landscapes vividly portrays
an internal capitalist contradiction3 4. In order to create, investors
must also destroy. With industrialists constantly in search of higher
profit yields, plant relocation becomes common phenomenon, ties
to locality being far from certain and prioritized. Capitalism never
sought permanence, and factories are not created to function
indefinitely. Instead, capital investments are expected to be
amortized over time, and the landscapes they build are programmed
to die33. Hence, the formation of industrial landscapes determines
both growth and eventual decay of any given community. Marxist
geographer David Harvey sums up the workings of a capitalist
system and their impact on landscapes as:
"Under capitalism there is a perpetual struggle in which capital builds a
physical landscape appropriate to its own condition at a particular moment
in time, only to have to destroy it, [...] at a subsequent point in time."36
FIGURE 1.30
Landscape of Waste
Abandoned industrial structures in the
lowland industrial districts.
source: NELSON KON, apud FRANCO, 2007:232
FIGURE 1.31
Landscape ofWaste I
Abandoned rail cars along the SPR.
source: Panoramio, Photo 15995845
FIGURE 1.32
Landscape of Waste
Abandoned Right-of-Way (SPR).
source: Panoramio, Photo 16212475
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FIGURE 1.33
Industrial Mobility I
Industrial decentralization was based on
availability of new road infratructure. The
process further intensified the dispersion
of the Sio Paulo agglomeration
[see foldout 02)
source: Diagram by Author
Based on MEYER et al, 2004 and EMPLASA, 2001
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Other authors have described the deindustrialized inner urban cores
as landscapes of waste3 7.Our urban agglomerations produce waste
as they expand. Similar to the process of transforming ore into steel,
31. DEAN (1969), 13
we inevitably produce slag. The change in manufacturing processes,
32. Cortabarria, Gonzalo. Industrial Real and the consequent urban reconfiguration that it entails, result inEstate Development in Sdo Paulo (Master's
Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1997), 20 two forms of urban waste. First, landscapes of waste, empty and/
or underutilized spaces from past economic regimes, and second,
33. Hansen, Eric R. Agglomeration
Economies and Industrial Location in Sdo wasted landscapes which carry environmental contamination
Paulo State, Brazil (PhD Diss., Massachusetts
InstituteofTechnology, 1983), 50 liabilities from their past uses. In the case of SP, a set of and
34. JackIe, John A., Wilson, David. Derelict conditions converged to create a dispersal movement of industries.
Landscapes: The Wasting ofAmerica's
Built Environment (Maryland: Rowman &
Littlefield, 1992), 58 As previously mentioned, the agglomeration economies found in the
35.I bid, bidem lowlands lead to a highly concentrated industrial cluster, that when
abandoned, was substituted by a condensed territory of waste.
36. Harvey, David. Spaces of Capital,
Towards a Critical Geography (New York:
Routledge, 2001), 247
37. See Berger, Alan. Drosscape: Wastinng
Land in Urban America (New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2006).
It is important to outline the factors that lead to the
deindustrialization of the SP lowlands. At the initial stages of
industrialization, factories were highly dependent on the SPR
1 -- --
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FIGURE 1.34+ 1.35
Landscape of Waste I
Deindustrialization is creating voids and
waste along rail infrastructure.
source: Google Earth
50
FIGURE 1.36
Industrial Contamination I Mo6ca
Typical condition of soil contamination in
the lowlands
[see foldout 03)
source: Diagram by Author
Based on SVMA/GTAC
for energy (in the form of coal), raw materials and distribution of
manufactured goods. A series of events diminished the interface
between production and rail. First, coal became scarce with the
outbreak of the First World War, and industries gradually moved
towards the use of electric energy supplied by the Serra Project38 .
Second, the construction of an extensive road infrastructure in the
1930s, as part of a national integration project, in addition to the
city's Piano de Avenidas9, provided a transportation and distribution
alternative to the rail system. The Anchieta Highway opened in 1947,
connected SP to Santos dismantling the rail monopoly to the port.
The events described above did not have an immediate impact in
the industrial geography of the city. However, by weakening the
dependence on rail, the stage was set for the abandonment of the
lowlands40 .
Perhaps the factor that most impacted the industrial geography
in SP was a global change in manufacturing processes with the
introduction of new technologies, such as mechanization, which
38. See page 19
required larger plants. These processes emphasized a linear flow of
39. See page 25
production on a single level, rendering obsolete the factories built
40. REIS (2006), 119 in the early 20th century41. In the city of New York, for example,
41. Fishman, Robert. Bourgeois Utopias: The factories built before 1922 occupied 97m2 per worker, those built
Rise and Fall of Suburbia (New York: Basic
Books, 1987), 196 from 1922 to 1945 used 186m2, and those built after 1945 occupied
41. Ibid, Ibidem 423m2 . This dramatic increase in size virtually forced factories outside
the constricted city blocks of the inner city. In Boston, 80% of the
industrial building undertaken between 1954 and 1967 took place on
the suburban fringes42
In the case of SP, since the construction of new industrial plants was
no longer conditioned to the proximity to rail, but instead, to the
proximity to highways and expressways built by the public sector,
a new industrial geography was established. Plants along the SPR
vacant and underutilized, while new operating plants were organized
along the road infrastructure corridors. This process has further
intensified the horizontal growth of the SP macrometropolitan
region. It is, however important to note that the deindustrialization
of the inner urban core of the city did not decrease Sio Paulo's role
as Brazil's manufacturing center. Many authors have also argued that
factories have dispersed due to Brazil's neo-libertarian economic
policies, which lead to massive re-structuring and outsourcing 43.As
a consequence, manufacturers have sophisticated their corporate
management abilities necessary to physically relocate production,
to disperse it and to inexpensively coordinate spatially dispersed
production from a central headquarters, still located in the city.
Simultaneously, outsourcing has boosted the tertiary sector helping
SP establish itself as a hub for the services economy.
FIGURE 1.37
Industrial Dispersion in SP I
New industrial plants are located along
road corridors
source: AndrC Bonacin
43. Acca, Rog6rio dos Santos. A Dindmica
Produtiva Recente da Metrdpole Paulista:
Das Perspectivas P6s-lndustriais &
Consolidado do Espaqo Industrial de
Serviqos. Dados: Revista de CiCncias Sociais
49(2006),128
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FIGURE 1.38 + 1.39
Landscape of Waste
Deindustrialization is creating voids and
waste along rail infrastructure.
source: Google Earth
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CHAPTER II
Systemic Resilience and
Permanence
INTRODUCTION
As seen in the previous chapter, the urbanization of SP has
attributed the lowlands the strategic role of articulating the urban
relationships at a metropolitan scale. The purpose of the following
chapter is to reflect on how this territory is currently functioning,
and elaborate on the interface (or conflict) between the systems
built over time, here referred to as systemic resilience. Furthermore,
it will outline new infrastructural additions to the lowlands that
are reinforcing its role as a platform for transformation, described
as systemic permanence.
Massive public investments have been made in relation to the two
conditions described above, and will be detailed in the following
paragraphs. On one end, the city attempts to control flooding
in the lowlands, ironically, as if the first phase of reclamation
was still underway. On the other end, infrastructural additions
to the system have characterized the lowlands as a network of
multimodal mobility hubs. The network can be understood as
being composed of structure and objects, where structure is the
infrastructural platform that focuses on mobility, and objects are
architectural manifestations that focus on program. While objects
have a temporal character (as argued by Harvey), the structure is
permanent and supports programmatic substitution.
The investment in the lowlands demonstrates that government
officials are aware of the potential of the systemic landscape
FIGURE 2.1
Marginal Pinheiros 1929
Usual flooding.
source: ACKERMAN, 1957:36
FIGURE 2.2
Marginal Tiet& I
Systems in conflict.
source: FRANCO, 2007:194
FIGURE 2.3
Reclaimed Floodplain I Major Flood points
[see foldout 04]
source: Diagram by Author
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FIGURE 2.4
Marginal Tiet |
Traces of the original flood plain line.
source: FRANCO, 2007: 194
to act as a platform for the transformation of SP. In fact, the
continuous investment in the "structure" is creating incentives to
revise the current programming of the territory. The challenge
here is to not dissociate the "objects" from the "structure", and
acknowledge them as part of a network. Interventions in the
systemic landscape must reinforce the basic premise that a
network is the structure and the object, and that the landscape of
waste is systemic.
SYSTEMIC RESILIENCE
The complete environmental disruption of the lowlands has
had dire consequences to contemporary SP. The vast areas that
were reclaimed during the expansion and development of the
city still maintain, in a resilient manner, its core environmental
function of retaining and directing stormwater runoff to the main
water bodies of the SP Basin. The uninterrupted urbanization of
the watershed in the system, in addition to the complete lack
of a systemic open space strategy, has resulted in a complex
stormwater management crisis in the city. During the heavy rain
seasons (November through March), the reclaimed lowlands
are not capable of absorbing the surface runoff of the SP basin
watershed, leading to repeated floods along the entire system. In
mapping the major flooding areas, topography and the lowlands,
the reclaimed landscape concentrates the greater number of flood
occurrences in the city. No matter how tampered the hydrological
system was in the reclamation process, the territory displays every
year a harsh reminder of its resilient systemic role. Flooding has
become in the last decade a major drawback for the efficiency of
SP, as well as a burden to the programs that have occupied the
lowlands and valleys of the city.
Government officials have invested heavily in containing floods,
however, most of the investment reinforces a paradigmatic
modernist approach of intervention. From1998 to 2006, R$ 1.7
billion (approx. U$760 million) were spent in degrading and
widening the Tiet6 River'. Narrowing the banks of the canal
and degrading its level substantially reduce the possibility of
any future interface between the city and the river. In the same
period, R$ 200 million (approx. U$ 90 million) were spent in the
construction of retention pools, most of them in peripheral areas
of SP.
FIGURE 2.5
Marginal TietC-
Widening and degrading.
source: Flickr.com. User: wa1199
1. S~o Paulo Acontece, Controle de
Enchentes, http://mefeedia.com/
entry/controle-de-enchente-no-jornal-
acontece/14504827 (accessed April 14, 2009)
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FIGURE 2.6 + 2.7
Floods in the lowlands
Systemic resilience.
source: Flickr.com. User: andresantos
FIGURE 2.8
Piscinho I
Retention pool in the periphery of SP
source: Flickr.com. User: ivan v
FIGURE 2.9
Piscino I
Retention pool in the periphery of SP
source: Flickr.com. User: ivan v
2. See Fernando de Mello Franco's much
acclaimed unsolicited project for the
Piscin6es entitled Watery Voids
The Piscin6es (big pools) are planned and implemented at
the state level as part of a macro-drainage plan, and are the
beginning of a systemic strategy to intervene in the SP Basin. As
of 1998, the State of Sho Paulo assumed the attribution to devise
and implement a metropolitan drainage plan. This has proven
to be a wise decision, since having several disparate municipal
initiatives in dealing with the flooding of the lowlands was at
odds with the systemic character of the regional ecology. Natural
systems invariably ignore administrative boundaries and must be
dealt with at a larger scale.
However, the strictly functionalist approach to the design of
the Piscin6es does not take into consideration issues of urban
infrastructural insertion and water treatment. The pools are not
articulated in an open space strategy that serves the communities
in which they are inserted. Given that the function of the pools
is to prevent flash flooding, they are empty 90% of the time and
end up representing additional urban voids rather than urban
equipments2 .To make things worse, the Piscin6es retain water
from rivers that are highly polluted, and areas that lack basic
public services such as garbage collection. When full, the pools
retain contaminated water, and when empty they accumulate
hills of garbage brought in along with the runoff water. As a
consequence, the Piscin6es represent a health hazard to the
dense communities that surround them, instead of an active
amenity. There is a clear potential to introduce different uses and
functions to the harsh concrete Piscin6es, something that is yet
FIGURE 2.10
Piscinio
Trash deposited in retention pool
source: Lalo de Almeida
to be realized. It implies a different approach to infrastructure,
one that better incorporates it to the urban landscape. Given the
scale of the metropolitan plan (which projected the need for 37
Piscin6es only in the Tamanduatei Valley, for example) it is critical
to re-frame the paradigmatic approach of construction of the
Piscin6es so that they can become amenities rather than liabilities
to their surrounding communities.
SYSTEMIC PERMANENCE
As illustrated in the previous chapter, the concentrated
infrastructural landscape is under constant transformation.
However, every layer that is superimposed in the landscape
reinforces its role as a territory of movement, transfer and
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-- ~;~;;;;;; _;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
FIGURE 2.11
CPTM Passenger Rail I
Modernization of system
source: Author
3. Nerilo, Atilio (CPTM). 'A Companhia
Paulista de Trens Metropolitanos" (lecture
at the 13th technical committee meeting
for the Associaci6n Latinoamericana de
Metros y Subterrlneos, San Juan, Porto
Rico, June 1-6, 2008)
production. Industrial dispersion and the emergence of a solid
tertiary economy are pushing a new wave of reclamation in the
lowlands, substituting obsolete programs from past economic
regimes.
Perhaps the most important systemic changes in the lowlands
were implemented after the publication of the PITU 2020 in 1995,
a plan for the integration of the different modes of transportation
in metropolitan SP. The most important component of the plan
was to reorient the SPR to prioritize passenger transportation and
integrate it to the subway and bus systems. This strategy was only
possible following the decadence of the SPR as a freight conduit
to the port, imposed by a policy of automobile primacy that
induced the dispersion of industry and provided alternatives for
goods to reach Santos. The realignment proposed by the PITU was
responsible for the modernization of the passenger component
of the railway, improving its overall efficiency. It is expected that
the railway system, known as CPTM, will soon be as efficient as
the Sho Paulo subway system. Consequently, the demand for
this mode of transportation has been increasing steadily in the
last 12 years, from 700,000 passengers/day in 1995, to 1,800,000
passengers/day in 2008 (approx. 260% increase). Moreover, the
projected number of passengers of the railway system for 2010 is
3,200,000/day3 .
Two other important additions are also reinforcing the character
of the concentrated infrastructural landscape. The construction
of the Expresso Tiradentes, a 30km long hybrid bus rapid transit
(BRT) and light rail system, and the expansion of the subway line 2
(green line) will both have transfers on the SPR. The new systems
are expected to transport 450,0004 and 280,000 passengers/day,
respectively5 . The infrastructural systems of mobility combined
are attracting millions of people to the lowlands, thus creating the
condition for a complete transformation of the territory.
The reoccupation of the lowlands will be further intensified
with the implementation of the federally funded Ferroanel (rail
ring) project. The main challenge to the operation of the rail
FIGURE 2.12
Expresso Tradentes BRT I
Infrastructural additions in the lowlands
(in yellow)
source:Author
4. O Estado de So Paulo, online
version: http://www.estadao.com.
br/estadaodehoje/20090429/not_
imp362276,0.php, accessed 05/06/2009
5. Secretaria de Estado dos Transportes
Metropolitanos. "Negdcios nos Trilhos',
Seminar Presentation, http://www.
revistaferroviaria.com.br/nt2006/
seminario/0711/04-JurandirFernandes-Tra
nsportesMetropolitanosSaoPaulo-DM.pdf,
accessed 05/06/2009.
FIGURE 2.13
Ferroanel I
[see foldout 05]
source: Author
6. Vilaga, Rodrigo (ANTF). "Infraestrutura
e Logistica no Brasil: Transporte Ferrovidrio
de Cargo" (lecture at the I Simposium
on Infrastructure and Logistics in Brazil,
Brasilia, Brazil, November 26, 2008).
system today is the fact that both freight and passenger rail are
operating on shared tracks. Both modes of transportation are
working at capacity and need to expand, however, the current
conflict makes any investment in the system unviable. The
Ferroanel will solve the logistical bottleneck by bypassing the
metropolitan region of SP and completely segregating freight
from passenger rail. The project, at an estimated cost of U$
850 million6 , will have a huge impact on the lowlands. The few
industrial zones that still have an interface with the SPR will be
cut off from the loop, while further investment in passenger rail
will make land even more valuable for real estate development.
Additionally, the Federal of Government retained ownership of
the supporting infrastructure of the SPR, such as rail yards and
maintenance facilities, which compose huge tracts of land in
privileged urban locations. The wasted landscape associated with
the SPR has the potential to be the base for one of the largest
urban regeneration projects in the globe.
--- -- I
Another ring, currently under construction, is rearticulating
the vehicular fluxes in the metropolis. The Rodoanel (road-ring)
connects the major highways that reach SP and will substitute
the Marginais as the convergence system of all the regional
traffic that is passing through the city. Similarly to the Ferroanel,
the Rodoanel allows trucks that are going to Santos and other
regions of Brazil to bypass the city, thus improving the quality of
the urban spaces in the lowlands. Although these interventions
are effectively structural improvements of the metropolitan
transportation network, which impact the circulation of goods
and people at a national level, as an externality, the lowlands will
be substantially more suitable for expanded urban programming.
If today the Marginais are congested expressways, the drastic
reduction of trucks and vehicles that circulate on them brings
about the possibility to completely transform the relationship
between the city and its natural systems.
FIGURE 2.14
RodoanelI
Schematic diagram of the impact
the completed Rodoanel will have
on the lowlands
source: Diagram by the Author
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FIGURE 2.15
Marginal Pinheiros I
Simulation of how the Rodoanel
systemic restructuring can impact
the lowlands
source: 0 Estado de So Paulo
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FIGURE 2.16
Systemic Additions I
The Ferroanel and Rodoanel
combined and the SP lowlands
[see foldout 06]
source: Diagram by the Author
In addition to the metropolitan restructuring spurred by the
Rodoanel, recent data on travel behavior in Sto Paulo surprisingly
revealed that for the first time in 40 years travels by public transit
rose, while those by private transportation declined7 . Moreover,
growing restrictions to the use of private vehicles will gradually
reflect in less pressure in the existing infrastructure. Sio Paulo
already has a rotating system of restriction to cars based on
license plate numbers and it is soon expected to implement
some sort of congestion pricing. Freight trucks are also bound
to strict regulations that determine specific times and areas in
which they are allowed to circulate. Hence, imagining a scenario
where the lowlands reclaim the space abdicated by trucks and
private vehicles is not an exaggeration. Rather than narrowing the
banks of the Tiet6 and Pinheiros rivers, they could be widened to
7. Secretaria Estadual de Transportes,
Metr6. Pesquisa Origem Destino2007
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FIGURE 2.17
Opera;6es Urbanas I
A municipal initiative to direct
development along infrastructure
source: Google Earth
Highlight by the Author
8. Only four OUs have been actually
approved and implemented to this day.
These are: Centro (Downtown), Agua
Branca, Faria Lima and Aguas Espraiadas
perform a host of public programs, including the renaturalization
of their banks and watercourses.
Both rings, the Ferroanel and Rodoanel, are perfect examples
of the untapped potential of systemic interventions in the city.
Precisely inserted projects that are associated to them have the
possibility to reverberate in the system as a whole, having an
impact in both macro and micro scales.
The SP municipal government, aware of the transformation
potential of the lowlands, has introduced incentives to catalyze
the process. The 2002 Strategic Plan for SP determined that 17
percent of the city (250km2), including almost all the extension
of the Tamanduatei-Tiet&-Pinheiros lowlands, should be part
of a zoning overlay that provides incentives for development8 .
The Operages Urbanas (OUs, or Urban Operations), in summary,
are geographically determined areas for urban regeneration
that attempt to direct the loci of urban development. They are
guided by a legal framework that establishes rules in which
developers can acquire building rights bonuses (in the form
of zoning ordinances and additional Floor Area Ratio), thus
increasing the land value in their perimeters. The money collected
from developers is then reinvested in the perimeter, usually in
infrastructure improvements to support the higher density aimed
by the mechanism. Vast literature has been produced on the
effects and pitfalls of this kind of mechanism. For the purpose of
this thesis, however, it is important to briefly outline a few major
aspects of the OUs.
When aligned with the interests of the private sector, OUs are
very successful vehicles of change in their perimeter. The OU Faria
Lima, located in the valuable southwest development vector of
the city, has generated over U$ 400 million in acquired building
bonuses9. It is unanimously considered a successful project,
despite justifiable controversy over who has really benefited from
its success. The lack of an overall scheme for the area gives the
impression of a "free-for-all" intervention, with very little or no
public benefit. Furthermore, the lack of an urban design vision
is also glaring when looking at the combined OUs proposed.
Despite being precisely located in the lowlands, the system is
chopped into eight different perimeters. Little has been said
about defining a clear vision, or systemic strategies that could
9. O0 Estado de So Paulo, 1/11/2009, pg. C3
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FIGURE 2.18
Morphological Transformation I
Absence of vision is dilapidating
the cultural and physical heritage
of the lowlands
[see foldout 07]
source: Diagram by the Author
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deal with the issues related to flood control and remediation for
the entire territory.
The increase in the flux of people generated by the
aforementioned urban mobility projects, and the partial
implementation of the OUs in the lowlands are changing the
social and spatial dynamics of the territory. In the last three years,
8,000 residential units were sold in the districts of Mo6ca, Ipiranga
10. Ibid, Ibidem and Barra Funda (all located in the lowlands)10 . However, the
reoccupation of these areas is happening amidst the complete
absence of any planning or urban design vision. As a result,
private investment is not linked to a systemic project for the
lowlands and is also not incorporated to public policies regarding
metropolitan development. If on the one hand the data on new
111 
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housing projects in the lowlands brings to light evidence that SP
is willing to grow inwards and along transit, on the other, a careful
observation shows that the result might be counterproductive.
The encroachment of new high end vertical residential buidings
on the on the old city fabric has actually reduced the population
density of several districts in S~o Paulo"1 . Preserving the industrial
heritage of the lowlands, including the old industrial residential
districts can be used as a strategy to reverse the current trend of
population loss in the central core of Sho Paulo.
Real estate developers in Sho Paulo are notorious for being
inconsiderate to the urban environment. The most pervasive
housing type in the city today is the"Supercondo", characterized
by parcel sizes of more than 10,000m2 (1 ha), that include all kinds
of amenities imaginable, and a level of security usually associated
with penitentiaries. These new buildings are encroaching on
the lowlands since it is the only area of the city that still has
the huge parcels (reminiscent of its industrial past) required for
their construction. The walled supercondos invariably lead to an
introspective occupation of the urban fabric and do not create
any sense of urbanity. They represent the end of the public
realm. In 2005, Sho Paulo had a new supercondo launched every
month, many of them in the lowlands"2. The lack of a clear vision
for the lowlands, coupled with the proliferation of new housing
development, are slowly dilapidating the identity of the area and
erasing its industrial and infrastructural heritage.
11. MEYER et al (2004), 65
12. 0 Estado de S~o Paulo,
1/11/2009, pg. C3
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FIGURE 2.14
Rodoanel I
Schematic diagram of the impact
the completed Rodoanel will have
on the lowlands
source: Diagram by the Author
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CHAPTER III
Precedents of Systemic
Interventions
INTRODUCTION
Other cities and practitioners have already approached the problem
set forth in this thesis. That is, to transform a delinquent part of
the city of SP into a public amenity, while preserving the cultural
values and historic character of the area itself. The two case studies
presented in this chapter were chosen because of their relevance
to the issues faced by SP. They shed light on the organizational,
functional and strategic matters that are imperative for successful
initiatives in the SP lowlands.
The first case study is the Emscher Landscape Park, a regional park
system in Germany. ELP has successfully implemented over 300
projects in a region of over 700km 2.The goal of the initiative was to
regenerate the Ruhr Valley by transforming derelict industrial sites
into a system of public parks coupled with private development.
In order to do so, an ingenious organizational body was formed to
devise strategies for development and implementation. The design
focused on preserving the industrial heritage of the region while
restoring the ecological function of the valley, aspects that are very
relevant to the case of the SP lowlands.
The second case study, The Back Bay Fens in Boston, is perhaps
one of the most notorious landscape architecture projects in North
America. Designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, and built in the late
19th century, the Fens pioneered the conception of landscape as
------ ---
infrastructure. Olmstead's introduction of active infrastructural
functions in his design, creating an alternative to mere pictorial parks,
has influenced generations of architects and landscape architects.
Moreover, the Fens are only a part of the Emerald Necklace, a
larger system of parks that runs through Boston, also designed
by Olmstead. The systemic and infrastructural approach of the
project, despite its age, is pertinent to the case of the concentrated
infrastructural landscape of the SP lowlands.
The findings brought about by the aforementioned case studies are
discussed in the end of this chapter, and provide applicable concepts
and strategies for a proposition in SP.
EMSCHER LANDSCAPE PARK: Redefining the
Cultural and Physical Boundaries of Parks
The Emscher Landscape Park (ELP) is perhaps the most innovative
and notorious post-industrial regeneration project implemented to
date. The unparalleled scale and scope of the proposal has made ELP
a flagship for urban regeneration and structural change. Above all, it
has expanded the cultural and physical definition of parks, as well as
redefining the significance of the built industrial heritage.
The park is located in the Ruhr Valley in western Germany, once the
industrial heartland of the country. Its coalmines and iron and steel
mills powered the military efforts of the two world wars, and were
the engine of the German "economic miracle" during the 1950s and
1960s ' . However, the transition in the international markets seen in
the 1970s made the industries in the region less competitive, creating
a gradual process of dereliction. Mines began to close, factories fell
silent and by the 1980s the unemployment rate in region surpassed
15%. The psychological resignation of the community was mirrored
by the dereliction of industrial structures and the degradation of the
regional ecology.
In 1989, the government of the North Rhine Westfalia created the
organizational structure that would be responsible to redevelop the
former industrial region. The International Building Exhibition (IBA in
German) was instituted with a ten-year term to develop a strategy for
1. La Belle, Judith M. "EmscherPark,
Germany: Expanding the Definition of
a Park" in Crossing Boundaries in Park
Management: Proceedings of the 17 th
Conference on Research and Resource
Management in Parks and on Public Lands,
ed. David Harmon (Hancock, Michigan:The
George Wright Society, 2001), 224
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FIGURE 1.1
Industrial landscape I
Part of the Emscher Landsca
Park at Duisberg, Germany
source: Google Earth
2. Lethmate, Gudrun and SF
"Emscher Landscape Park -
park in the Ruhr area" (p
at the III International
Metropolitan and Periurb
Rural Spaces: The system
in the articulation of metr
Barcelona, Spain, March 2
the economic, ecological and social regeneration of the Ruhr Valley.
pe Their challenge was to impulse new ideas and projects for a region of
784 km2 and to create a regional park, the ELP, with a length of 70 km
and an area 320 km 2, running from west to east through the Emscher
Region2 .During their tenure, the IBA established the framework
for the development of the park based on five guiding principles:
(i) Preserve the remaining natural and man-made landscape, (ii)piering, Harald.
-anewregional Connect isolated areas within the agglomeration, (iii) Re-zone
aper presented
Symposium on
an Natural and separate parkland areas, (iv) Reach agreements, both regionally and
of open spaces
ropolitan areas, locally, on individual programs with long-term perspectives, and (v)
6-28, 2003), 45
Maintain and manage the new open space in a permanent regional
3. Ibid, lbidem park association3. These principles were derived from seminar
proceedings and international competitions.
FIGURE 1.2
Emscher Landscape Park 2010
I Projects and circulation axis
source: Schwarze-Rodrian, 2005: 57
FIGURE 1.3
Emscher Landscape Park 2010
I Projects and circulation axis
source: Schwarze-Rodrian, 2005: 57
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The institution of an organizational structure such as the IBA is in and
of itself an inventive strategy for regenerating the region. Not only
the IBA was able to align the interests and expectations of the 20
municipalities that comprise the Emscher Valley, but also to approach
issues common to all the administrative areas on a regional, rather
than a site specific, basis. As a result, the individual proposals
spearheaded by the organization incorporate the regional systems as
a structural component of the overall project, working in tandem to
improve the regional ecology and living conditions of the two million
people in the area.
The systemic restoration of the regional ecology was utilized as
a powerful integrating concept. The IBA focused on the Emscher
River that, with its tributaries, flows for about 218 miles. This shared
resource provided a common focus for all local authorities in an area
of approximately 200 square miles. A central aim of the project was
to clean up the river. Now that mining has ended in much of the
region, underground sewers are being installed to carry waste, and
the river is being renaturalized. The concrete channels are being
removed and vegetation is being restored, important for water
quality and management, and for enhancing the natural habitat.
Perhaps even more importantly, it provides a highly visible signal of
change in the whole region4 .
FIGURE 1.4
Canal renaturalization I
Ecological reclamation
source: SchwarzeRodrian, 2005:145, 95 Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the ELP was the deliberate
incorporation of the industrial landscape, the aesthetics of the
4. Ibid, 223
industrial culture and the preservation of the built heritage.
.. .................................. ............................................. ......................   . 
FIGURE 1.5
Park at Duisberg Nord I
Preservation of industrial relics
source: Schwarze-Rodrian, 2005:57
Acknowledging the system of mines, coking plants, furnaces and
winding towers as relics that explain the industrial history of the
region was paramount in creating the atmosphere of the ELP. The
park is composed of a main east-west axis that connects seven green
corridors on the north-south axis. On each one of the green corridors,
several small projects are being implemented, always anchored by a
large-scale project.
More than mere museum-like structures, the industrial landscape was
reprogrammed and used to confer structural and cultural legibility
to the regional park. Defunct rail tracks were revived as biking or
walking paths, huge slag heaps and spoil banks were transformed
in features of interest, and artificial canals were maintained and
enhanced to be incorporated in the park infrastructure.
....  .. . . .
FIGURE 1.6
Zekke Zollverein I
Preservation of industrial relics
source: http://images.suitel01.com,306328
dezechezollverein.jpg, accessed 6/20/2009.
An example of an implemented large-scale project is the former coal
and coking plants of Zollverein. Similarly to many other brownfield
sites in the Ruhr Valley, Zekke Zollverein was shut down and fenced
off from the communities surrounding it. The areas around the
winding towers and coke batteries remained closed for years and
became an unappreciated and forgotten landscape, a no man's land.
With the end of coal and coke production, nature began to grow:
birches and shrubs, ferns and moss covered the site with a green
colored carpet. The nucleus of the Zollverein plant, the area of the
coal-settling pond, could still be easily recognized. A multiform
free space surrounded by unusual industrial structures, light birch
groves, dark bushes, reflecting water surfaces and wide open areas
on black substrate. A fascinating place consisting of embankments,
dams, hollows, crests, ramps and levels, framed by the scenery of
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FIGURE 1.7
Zekke Zollverein I
Masterplan
source: Schwarze-Rodrian, 2005:256
FIGURE 1.8
Zekke Zollverein I
Masterplan model
source: http://www.dysturb.net/2008/
area-with-development-potential-zollverein-
coking-plant/, accessed 6/20/2009.
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high chimneys, cooling towers, brick ashlars and power poles. Today,
Zollverein is one of the flagship sites of the ELP, a regeneration that
was undertook in several phases, and that is still underway.
The first phase of regeneration of Zollverein involved the slow
opening of the site to the surrounding communities. The plant
became part of the Kasseler Documenta 1992, a regional arts
installation in the Ruhr Valley organized by the IBA. The formerly
restricted area gradually became more accessible with the
5. Planergruppe GmbH Oberhausen,
Zollverein Park Outdoor installations: World implementation of paths and walkways that lead to renovated and
Heritage Site coal mine and coking plant
Zollverein, Essen. (http://www.planergruppe- remediated parts of the site. New open spaces were built organized
oberhausen.de/Download/ZollvereinPark
engl.pdf, accessed April 27.), 1
around sculptures that were carefully embedded in the landscape.
6. Ibid, 6 A second phase of development included the revitalization if
the industrial structures and the construction of additions to the
complex. Sir Norman Forster and the architects Heinrich B611 and
Hans Krabel built studios, a Design Center with exhibition spaces and
meeting areas, as well as a restaurant6 .
In 2002, Rem Koolhaas designed a more detailed masterplan for
Zollverein, which included a design school and the reuse of coal
washing facilities. In addition, a competition in 2005 complemented
Koolhass' plan emphasizing the open space surrounding the
industrial structures. A continued process of infrastructural
improvements offers new usable spaces, such as pavilions, and paths
that connect to the regional network of the ELP. Gradually a new
landscape emerges, which not only confers monumentality to the
industrial structures in the site, but also arranges and organizes them
FIGURE 1.9
Zekke Zollverein I
Tracks as paths
source: Planergruppe GmbH Oberhausen: 5
FIGURE 1.10
Zekke Zollverein I
Preservation of Industrial
Landscape
source: Planergruppe GmbH Oberhausen: 4
.... ......... .................................................................................................................. ........ ::  ....  .  
FIGURE 1.11
Zekke Zoliverein
Creative adaptive reuse
source: Daniel Miholnic
http://punkthus.files.wordpress.
com/2009/03/uploads media
kokereibad 02.jpg
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into a legible and usable composition. Zollverein is now under the
fourth development phase, scheduled to begin in 2009 will further
enhance the once derelict plant.
Zollverein is one of hundreds of projects implemented in the
Ruhr Valley. With the end of the ten-year tenure of the IBA, a new
economic development agency was formed to continie the process
of regional regenaration. The Wirtschaftsf6rderung metropoleruhr
(WMR) is a contact partner for companies and investors looking
for an ideal site to suit their requirements. The investor service
provides a detailed analysis of the commercial situation of sites
and offers details of commercial and industrial areas and potential
commercial and free plots of land7 . In addition to the WMR, the
federal government has a second catalytic agent for the region in the
form of a revolving property fund. The role of the fund is to finance
the acquisition, development and sale of strategic sites. Until 2001,
more than 2,500ha had been bought and 50% developed and sold,
totaling approximately 70 locations".
The process of transformation of the Ruhr Valley will be further
enhanced by the European Union's selection of the project "Essen
for the Ruhr" (also known as RUHR.2010) as the European Capital of
Culture in 2010. For a whole year, the region will host cultural events
of European significance, and important infrastructure projects are
underway to create a decentralized visitor experience that will boost
the transformation of the whole Ruhr agglomeration".
ESSEN FORTHE RUHR.
IiI2Kib E iN W  European Capital of Culture
FIGURE 1.12
RUHR.2010
Visual Identity of"Essen for
the Ruhr".
source: RUHR.2010:1
7. From: http://business.metropoleruhr.
de/en/consulting-service/investor-service.
html (accessed June 18, 2009)
8. Muller, Bernhard et al. Rise and decline of
industry in Central and Eastern Europe (New
York: Springer, 2005), 100
9. Essen, where Zollverein is located, will
be the cultural powerhouse for the whole
metropolis in RUHR.2010
10. RUHR.2010, European Capitalof Culture
2010 "Essen for the Ruhr"Book One, at
http://www.essen-fuer-das-ruhrgebiet.
ruhr201 0.de/fi lead min/user_upload/
ruhr2010.de/scripts/download.php?file=u
ploads%2Fmedia%2FBuchEins_ENGfinal.
pdf, 15
FIGURE 1.13
RUHR.20101
Areas of activities and
ecological systems
source: RUHR.2010 9
FIGURE 1.14
RUHR.2010
Passages through region
source: RUHR.2010: 35
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FINDINGS OF THE ELP
Due to its success, the Emscher initiative has become a well studied
precedent in systemic interventions and regeneration of brownfield
sites. For the purpose of this thesis, I have highlighted below the
main findings that are relevant to an intervention in the SP lowlands.
Industrial heritage as valuable cultural asset
Acknowledging the industrial history of the Ruhr Valley, represented
by the built structures and spatial organization of the former
industrial sites, as an important component of the cultural heritage
of the region was a very successful strategy for regeneration.The
unusual character of the park has sparked the tourism industry and
attracted over three million visitors in 2007, becoming a driver for
the economic development of the region. The Route of Industrial
Culture, a regional path that connects anchoring projects in the
park has become a traveling location of international significance.
Furthermore, the ingenious adaptive reuse of former industrial
structures now provide several important arts and cultural venues,
as well as a vast stock of converted commercial property. These
projects have had a viral effect in spurring the transformation of its
surrounding areas.
Systemic design
Understanding the Ruhr Valley as an infrastructural and ecological
system was another key factor that lead to the ELP's success.
FIGURE 1.15
Industrial Heritage I
Preservation of industrial relics
source: http://www.landlive.de/collectio
ns/199/?page-1&select=11 (acessed on
6/12/2009)
FIGURE 1.16
Systemic Regenaration I
Renaturalization of the
Emscher River
source: httpi//www.landlive.de/collect
ions/199/?page=l&select=l 1 (acessed
on 6/12/2009)
Preserving the industrial infrastructure made it possible to create
a legible network of anchor sites, as opposed to disorganized
and dispersed objects. The legibility of the infrastructural system
allows the regional narrative of the park to clearly manifest itself.
The restoration of the valley's ecological system (converted
to infrastructure during the industrialization period) is being
responsible for a major transformation in the region. More than a
mere renaturalization of the area, the ELP showcases how succession
has created a unique landscape, a new ecology that emerges from
post-industrial uses. Streams and rivers, that were used as open
sewage by industries were cleaned up and now emerge as successful
waterfront development sites.
Institutional presence throughout entire process
Strong institutional presence throughout the implementation of
the ELP was of paramount importance to its success. Infrastructure
and ecologic systems usually are not defined by administrative
boundaries, and their incorporation in design proposals tend to
present challenges. Initially with the IBA, the organizational structure
was able to bring together several municipalities with divergent
(or even competing) interests. One of the IBA's most important
accomplishments was to direct many administrative bodies,
throughout its tenure, to pursue one common goal as well as define
the character of the project. This is particularly important in projects
that have a long phasing schedule, such as the ELP. Furthermore,
the IBA leveraged the capacity of the municipal governments to
promote design competitions and maintain the high standard of
projects in the region. This is a continuing process for many cities,
such as Duisburg for example, that has Norman Foster in charge of
the masterplan for new development areas11.
Later, the institution of an economic development agency, in the
form of the WMR, was able to continue the process of transformation
of the region. The agency maintains the regeneration of the Ruhr
Valley in the agenda of local administrations as well as markets the
FIGURE 1.17
Duisburg Masterplan I Norman Foster
Local plans maintain regional character
and feed back in the system
source: City of Duisburg, at http://www.duisburg.de/
micro/englishlintroducing/102010100000189584.php
(accessed on 6/10/2009)
11. City of Duisburg: http://www.
duisburg.de/micro/english/
introducing/102010100000189584.php
(accessed June 10, 2009)
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region to potential investors. The WMR is successful in catalyzing
the development process by sorting out complex information about
existing sites and providing consulting services to investors.
Another important layer of institutional presence is the revolving
property fund. It also catalyzes the transformation of the region,
especially in the early stages when private investors are skeptical or
cautious with the overall project. Moreover, the fund can act on sites
that are strategic but require economic subsidy to be feasible for
reuse.
THE BACK BAY FENS: Pioneering infrastructural
interventions
The Back Bay Fens was designed by notorious Frederick Law Olmsted,
perhaps the most significant landscape architect in North America.
Olmsted left a legacy of built landscapes in both natural and urban
sites, which include projects in the Niagara Falls, Yosemite, New York's
Central Park and the Emerald Necklace in Boston. Vast literature has
been produced on Olmsted's practice, and on the object of this case
study. However, for the purpose of this thesis, I will focus on how the
Fens pioneered the understanding of landscape as infrastructure that
is integral to the functioning of the city. Despite being designed and
implemented in the 19th century, the Back Bay Fens is recognized
as a milestone in urban landscape interventions and will continue
to influence generations of practitioners. In order to understand the
importance and the function of the Fens in contemporary Boston, it
is first necessary to outline how the city was developed, particularly,
the process of"making land".
Once a small hilly peninsula, Boston's current form is a result of sheer
constructive ingenuity that sought to expand its physical limits.
The peninsula was connected to the mainland by a narrow neck
that barely prevented it from being an island, and was surrounded
by large expanses of tidal flat, which in low tide were marshes and
exposed mud flats12 .The small amount of shorefront free of marshy
ground became a complication as Boston emerged as a significant
12. Seasholes, Nancy S., Gaining Ground
- A History of Landmaking in Boston
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003), 2
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FIGURE 1.18
Back Bay Fens I Boston
Landscape as infrastructure
source: Google Earth (Highlight by Author)
trading center, and led to early tampering of the waterfront.
The Massachusetts Riparian Law encouraged wharf building by
conferring shoreline property rights down to the low tide line, or
1650 feet from the high tide line13 . In a short period of time, the
harbor was lined with wharves and property owners began filling in
the docks between them in a process known as"wharfing out"
Boston prospered and developed as trade increased in the 19th
13. Ibid, Ibidem century. The economic activity was concentrated in the small
peninsula making any development in the mainland unattractive.
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Attempts to create residential areas outside the peninsula invariably
failed 14. The development pressure led to a continued process of land
reclamation, or "making land", using the same techniques of wharf
construction familiar to Boston, filling vast areas of tidal flats that
surrounded the peninsula. Land reclamation continued almost to
the end of the 20th century, providing Boston thousands of acres of
made land, doubling its area.
One of the major land reclamation initiatives to take place in Boston
was in the Back Bay. Significant development of the bay's mudflats
FIGURE 1.19 -1.22
Landmaking I Boston
Evolution of land reclamation
source: Krieger, Cobb, 1999:16-19
(Highlight by Author)
14. lbid, 3
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15. Poole, Kathy. Boston's Back Bay Fens - A
Sectional History. From: http://www2.iath.
virginia.edu/backbay/fenssite/html/docs/
story.html, Accessed June 15, 2009.
began with construction of the Mill and Cross Dams, opened in
1821, with the intention of tapping the tides' power to ground corn.
The developers of the dams overestimated their power generation
potential and the scores of mills they envisioned never became a
reality". Furthermore, The railroads that arrived in the city in 1835,
and crossed the Back Bay, significantly reduced the tidal power.
Ironically, the infrastructure served to stabilize the three-foot
fluctuation in the bay and exacerbated the growing sanitary problem
in the area. The stilling of the waters had eliminated the Back Bay's
natural flushing action, preventing the passage of city's sewage to
the Charles River and into the harbor.
The Bay became rapidly a public health hazard, and government
officials began taking steps to control, through filling and
occupation, the area known today as the contemporary Back Bay
and South End neighborhoods. The operation started in 1850 and
was enabled by recently invented steamshovels and the railroad
(much of the fill came from Needham, nine miles away)16. The filling
not only worsened the sewage problem, but also raised a new
complication. What had been a natural floodplain for the waters
of the bay's tributaries (the Muddy and Stony Brook rivers) was no
longer available, and therefore the new developable land was in
danger of flooding.
In parallel to the saga of the Back Bay, a progressive movement of
open space advocacy was emerging in the United States. The 19th
century "Park Movement"was arguably spurred by the fast rate of
urbanization of American cities at the time, and the construction
of New York's Central Park17 .Many cities initiated the process of
securing land for the development of large scale parks or park
systems. In Boston, the movement manifested itself in the Park Act
of 1875, enabling the creation of the most comprehensive park
system of the era, The Emerald Necklace8 .Frederick Law Olmsted,
the most eminent landscape architect of the time and responsible for
numerous exemplary projects (such as New York's Central Park), was
invited to devise the plan for the park system.
The Back Bay Fens was the first park of the Emerald Necklace to
be implemented. Interestingly, it was born as part of a system
FIGURE 1.23
Landmaking I Boston
Evolution of landfill as source of systemic
problems.
source: Diagram by Author, from layers provided by
Evolutionary Infrastructure: httpJ//www2.iath.virginia.
edu/backbay/fenssite/html/header/home.html (accessed
6/22/2009)
16. Zaitzevsky, Cynthia. Frederick Law
Olmsted and the Boston park system
(Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1982), 10
17. Ibid, 33
18. Ibid, 52
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FIGURE 1.24
Emerald Necklace I
Portion of the park system
designed by Olmsted.
source: Zaitzevsky, 1982: 5
and not as a stand alone object in the landscape. Moreover, the
topographical and engineering challenges posed by the site forced
a systemic approach to the project. As the population of Boston and
Brookline increased after 1820, the Back Bay became progressively
more polluted. Also, the Muddy River and the Stony Brook, which
drained a watershed of several thousands of acres, emptied directly
19. Ibid, 54 into the bay. Being estuaries of the Charles, both streams were tidal
and tended to back up and overflow in full tides. Flooding was a
particularly serious problem along the Stony Brook, with its shallow
valley and surrounding lowlands"1 . The Fens was envisioned as much
more than a picturesque park since its inception, quite a radical idea
at the time, and would function to stabilize the area. The new park
needed to incorporate the natural systems to alleviate the flooding
and sewage problems of the Back Bay.
--- I ~ I I ---- ~1
FIGURE 1.25
Muddy River I
Grading retention pool
source: Zaitzevsky, 1982:182
Olmsted's proposal was to design a park that would function as a
storage basin, with the aesthetics of the late salt marsh that used
to dominate the Back Bay. However, although the park would have
some of the visual characteristics of the original landscape, it was
not at all a restoration project. First, the site was graded to precisely
designed contours as specified by the Olmsted plan. The depth of
mud dredged from the basin reached five feet. Next, gravel was laid
and spread to provide appropriate drainage and structural stability
for the overland. The operation was a massive undertaking since
much of the gravel was also hauled by train from Needham, in a
"line of production" method that made use of steamshovels. In the 20. POOLE (2009)
first year of operation, some of the sandhills that were leveled in
Needham were fifty feet high and the plain that have been made by
excavation is about twelve acres in extent 20. The shorelines of the
present basin were reshaped to a slope of roughly 3 to 1, reducing
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FIGURE 1.26
Back Bay Fens
Salt marsh as retention basin
source: Zaitzevsky, 1982:141
the vertical variation of water, an aspect controlled by ingenious, and
hidden, underground infrastructure.
The coordination between above ground and underground
infrastructure systems was perhaps the greatest breakthrough of
Olmsted's design. First of all, the water that would be collected in
the Fens could not be polluted or stagnant. To achieve this goal, the
project also included the construction of sewer interceptors and
conduits that diverted sanitary and industrial waste from the basin to
I
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FIGURE 1.27
Back Bay Fens
Dredging derricks
source: Zaitzevsky, 1982:154
the Charles. Also, a system of gates controlled the influx of salt water
into the Fens, as well as allowing the basin to receive the overflow
of the Muddy River and Stony Brook in the event of heavy rains.
By flooding the constructed salt marsh, the thirty acres normally
covered by water would increase to fifty acres without raising the
water level more than a few feet 21. As the tide dropped, the extra
water would be gradually emptied out into the Charles over a dam
under Beacon Street 22.
In addition to its stormwater component, The Fens also treated
the sewage overflow that it received in the event of large storms.
Although it is unclear and unlikely that Olmsted knew about
bioremediation and the cleansing properties of constructed
wetlands, the Fens did act to some degree as a filter for the sewage
before discharging it into the Charles River23.
21. ZAITZEVSKY (1982), 154
22. Ibid, Ibidem
23. POOLE (2009)
-L - -- ___ I-_
Of Olmsted's design, however, much has been lost. The salt marshes
and salt water vegetation are gone since the inevitable damming
of the Charles River. Some additions to the park were made without
regards to Olmstead's original plan, but reflect the transformation of
the city and changes in societal habits. Although it is futile to regret
many of these additions, which include memorials, recreation spaces
and sports facilities, the real threat to the current park is lacking
maintenance.
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FINDINGS OF THE BACK BAY FENS
Landscape as Infrastructure
Olmsted's perception of the Fens as constructed infrastructure was
a novel approach in landscape architecture, and has influenced
generations of practitioners. The Fens is a successful case of
coordinated infrastructural interventions. Although on the surface
the Fens was envisioned as a secluded and wild environment,
it is in fact an integral component of the city and paramount to
the success of Boston's ambitious 19th century expansion. Below
ground, the Fens is supported by a complex underground network of
infrastructure that provides the "bones"for the park. The coordination
of surface and underground infrastructure is what prevents the
Back Bay from experiencing systemic problems, such as the flooding
that is common to lowland areas. A more in depth study of the Fens
reveals that Olmsted did not incorporate infrastructure in landscape,
but did quite the opposite. His writings indeed show that his goal
was to modify the basic concept of a storage basin into an acceptable
landscape design. As a result, infrastructure is ubiquitous in the Fens
and raises an interesting issue. If the infrastructure, more specifically
the underground skeleton, was more visible in the park, maybe the
popular understanding of the Fens' role in the city, as well as the
systems at work in the urban environment, could be enhanced.
Systemic design
The Fens represented a departure in conventional landscape
and infrastructure projects. The proposal is very successful in
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FIGURE 1.28
Muddy River I
Proposal for the Muddy River
extended the same systemic
concerns as the Fens
source: Zaitzevsky, 1982:84
incorporating the natural and constructed systems as a means to
improve the functioning of the city. In reality, the Fens is part of a
massive sanitizing effort that took place in 19th century Boston,
which included flood control, the amelioration of surface water
systems, and the construction of a sewer system for the city. It is
in the park where all these different components are combined to
produce a project. The park was so incorporated with the urban
systems that its construction method was relied completely on
the rail network. At a larger scale, the Back Bay Fens was conceived
as part of a system of open spaces. The Emerald Necklace also
represented a novel approach to park design at its time, where
transport infrastructure, drainage and urban planning were
intertwined. From an ecological perspective, the project also created
a corridor that provides good dispersal opportunities for a host of
species, enhancing the ecological diversity of the city. The Back Bay
A Ic
Fens cannot be seen as an isolated patch of open space, but as a
crucial component that affects the system as a whole.
Preservation of the city's collective memories of place
When designing the Back Bay Fens, Olmstead departed from the
prevailing pastoral and formal landscape styles of its time. The Fens
represented a new aesthetic for the urban landscape, one that
imitated nature and the original condition of the land prior to colonial
settlement. It was Olmsted's intent to preserve the wild character of
the Fens (and not the ecology, since much of it was gone), in a way that
could maintain the activities that took place in the area. This aesthetic
of wildness was visual, not tactile, and for that reason Olmsted did not
propose places for gathering. The Fens was designed as a landscape
of incursion, the character that supported the unsanctioned activities
for which the Fens was known for. Although the city and the park have
changed, the Fens still retain (if not its function) its cultural meaning of
place in the imaginary of Boston.
In contrast, the Fens was successful in acting as a catalyst for the
development of its surroundings, as well as providing a framework
for the growth of the new suburban neighborhoods of Boston. This
active transformative effect of public space, that drives real estate
development on its fringes, was successfully used by the city in
attracting investment and important institutions to the area.The
juxtaposition of the Fens and the urban districts that have grown
around it, created a powerful, unusual and somewhat unvalued,
dialogue between urbanization and infrastructure.
24. Spirn, Anne Whiston. The Poetics of City
and Nature: Towards a New Aesthetic for
Urban Design. Landscape Journal, Volume
7, No. 2 (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1998), 118
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CHAPTER IV
The Systemic Landscape as Site
INTRODUCTION
Thus far, we have covered the construction of the systemic
landscape in chapter one, the transformative process underway in
chapter two, and suggestive precedents of systemic interventions
in chapter three.
The research presented in the previous chapters, brings to light a
spatial and constructed narrative that is ubiquitous in the lowlands.
Furthermore, it has exposed a condition of intense transformation
and reclamation made possible by the supporting role of
infrastructural interventions. The purpose of this chapter is to distill
the themes developed from the construction of the concentrated
infrastructural landscape and case studies, and apply them to
explore the lowlands as a site for contemporary urban planning.
The analysis conducted in the first chapters has been synthesized
in the form of maps that delineate a possible strategy for the
reconfiguration of the lowlands. Rather than indicating the precise
direction for spatial design, I believe mapping the current condition
of transformation and deriving a strategy for regional reclamation
is the most pertinent approach to re-frame the questions regarding
the future of the lowlands.
Before shifting to a graphic representation of the lowlands as site,
I believe it is pertinent to briefly outline the three main themes
that have developed in this thesis. These themes could provide a
framework for future reclamation initiatives.
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FIGURE 4.1
Mo6ca Industrial District I
Rail, BRT and Industrial plants
source: Author
Coordina ted In terven tions
The scale and the level of complexity brought about by the
resilience of the regional systems at play in the lowlands, urge
for a coordinated approach of intervention. For example, isolated
interventions would not have a positive impact on the flooding
problems that occur in Sio Paulo. However, when precisely located
and designed in a series, an intervention is able to extrapolate
the site scale at which it is inserted and feed back into a larger
system. Projects must not be seen from a singular design resolution
perspective, but rather from the bigger cumulative effect they bring
to the system.
The Sio Paulo lowland is a perfect site for the exploration of this
notion due to its metropolitan significance. As argued previously,
interventions in this territory can potentially reverberate on
the functioning of the whole metropolis. The coordination of
interventions at a regional scale can also confer legibility to
a project. Similarly to the Emscher Park, it is not necessary to
intervene on the whole region, but rather implement significant
insertions that project a visible signal of change.
Coordinating interventions systemically can also generate
economies of scale when tackling issues that are common to the
whole system. For example, soil remediation and terraforming
initiatives (both of which will most definitely be necessary
in reclaiming the lowlands) would be greatly benefited from
FIGURE 4.2
Landscape as Infrastructure I
Rendering of envisioned
infrastructural insertions, such
as retention pools, amidst the
industrial landscape
source: Author
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coordination. When staging redevelopment, remediation for the
entire lowlands can be centralized in one area within the system,
and the rail network can be used to haul soil back and forth.
Landscape as Infrastructure
Interventions in the lowlands are inevitably additions to an
infrastructural landscape. I defend the exploration of landscape
as infrastructure, a notion that draws inspiration from Olmsted's
Back Bay Fens. Open space has the potential to address two major
issues in the lowlands. First, it can mitigate flooding, and second, it
can act as a framework for reclamation. Systemically inserted and
appropriately designed stormwater retention pools (as opposed to
the Piscin6es), can prevent floods as well as provide an amenity to
the surrounding neighborhoods. The bioremediation and cleansing
properties of constructed wetlands can also improve the overall
water quality of the rivers by treating the runoff before discharge.
Furthermore, as evidenced by Olmsted's Fens, open space can act
as framework for private development in the lowlands, becoming a
parallel structure to traditional infrastructural systems.
Preservation of Industrial Heritage
Building on the experience of Emscher Park, I defend that Sho Paulo
must acknowledge its industrial heritage as a valuable asset. Rather
than erase the spatial organization and form of the lowlands, I
argue that these should be preserved and incorporated to existing
efforts that celebrate the history of industrialization of Sho Paulo.
The city has long suffered from the absence of urban memory,
FIGURE 4.3
Industrial Heritage I
Early 20th century industry
source: Author
something that can be witnessed in the historic downtown. The
urgency of 20th century modernization has left a void in the
city's historical patina, and very little of the city's built heritage
has been spared. Urban memory seems to be appreciated only
when it has been lost. As shown by the ELP case study, celebrating
memory through preservation can lead to the ingenious re-use
of former industrial buildings and become a driver for economic
development. In this context, the SPR emerges as a great
opportunity to anchor preservation efforts, since the rail spine
has the ability create a linear exploration experience of the city's
industrial history. Future reclamation initiatives can transform the
lowlands from a liability into a cultural amenity and further attract
residents to the area.
~;;;;;;~
FIGURE 4.4
Reclamation Routes I
11 Ecological
21 Industrial
source: Author
With these themes in mind, I began by mapping the landscape of
waste in the reclaimed lowlands, and how it related to the systems
at play in the territory. By aggregating the waste, I have outlined
a perimeter named Lowland Regeneration Zone, where I argue
reclamation will occur at a faster pace (Opera 6es Urbanas, for
example, add an incentive for transformation). Also as a result
of the mapping, I suggest to introduce a park-like structure to
organize the zone. I propose to structure the zone along two
axis (or routes) of reclamation. The first axis, which I have named
Ecological Reclamation Route, is located along the Tiet6 lowland,
where I believe there is an opportunity to reclaim the edges of
the river due to the impact of the Rodoanel. The second axis,
named Industrial Reclamation Route, extends along the Tiet8 and
Tamanduatef Lowlands (and SPR) where the Ferroanel will further
intensify deindustrialization.
I have also identified eleven areas within the zone that can
have a catalytic effect in the transformation of the territory,
and suggest open space as strategy to structure these sites as
a system. The criteria to select these areas are based on their
proximity to infrastructure, and the potential to integrate different
infrastructural modes through open space. The envisioned
open space should represent a departure from traditional
landscape proposals and perform active infrastructural functions,
incorporated to a macro-drainage strategy for the territory. I detail
some of these areas to provide the reader the typical condition
found in the lowlands, its opportunities and constraints.
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CONCLUSION
1. In software architecture and software
design, the front-end is the part of a
software system that interacts directly with
the user, and the back-end comprises the
components that process the output from
the front-end. The separation of software
systems into"front-ends"and "back-ends" is
an abstraction that serves to keep the differ
ent parts of the system separated
There are three main reasons that drew me to investigate a systemic
strategy for the Sho Paulo lowlands. First is the historic growth
of the city, and the challenges brought by the indiscriminate
disruption of natural systems and occupation of floodplains.
Second, the center-periphery paradox, which simultaneously
produces landscapes of waste and wasteful landscapes, gives the
city an opportunity to re-invent itself. And third is the imperative
role infrastructural systems have played in the development of Sho
Paulo, and how urban interventions anchored to them can impact
the city at different scales.
The historical analysis and the arguments developed in the first
chapters of this work reveal the lowlands as a transient territory,
where infrastructure (natural or constructed) provides a platform
for constant transformation and reclamation. Systems may be
resilient and permanent but their front-end are inherently flexible'.
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This structure-object dialectic is fundamental to the understanding
of systemic landscapes. Objects, manifested in programmatic
and architectural forms, are disposable and generate the waste
uncovered through the mapping presented in this thesis. It is this
waste, or the terrain vague as described by Sol6-Morales2, that
emerges as a design opportunity in Sio Paulo.
I feel this work is able to transmit two important issues related to
the practice of urban design. First, as urban designers we must
not curb our work and research to the boundaries of the object.
It is critical to our practice (and especially to our cities) to better
FIGURE C.1
Mo6ca Industrial District I
Rail, BRT and Industrial plants
source: Author
2. See Ignasi de Solh-Morales,"Terrain Vague"
in Anyplace, ed. Cynthia C Davidson (Cam-
bridge: MIT Press, 1995)
.. ............. 
FIGURE C.2
Mo6ca Industrial District I
Merged photograph of Henry
Ford Avenue
source: Author
understand the cumulative impact of our work on the larger urban
structure, and in what ways this approach can inform how we
design. In short, we must acknowledge systems as structure and
object, and incorporate a multitude of scales to our work process.
Second, despite their resilience and permanence, as designers we
must comprehend how systems evolve over time, so as to know
when to act and reintegrate waste in the productive urban cycle.
To Sdo Paulo
It is time to re-conceive how So Paulo occupies its watershed and
floodplain, and to urgently depart from the paradigmatic 20th
century modernist approach to reclamation. The re-conception of
the city's current practices, urged by the research presented in this
thesis, should be more considerate of how infrastructural needs
evolve over time and provide a more tactile experience with Sho
Paulo's ecological systems.
However, current initiatives led by the state and municipality to
reclaim the lowlands are at odds with the systemic nature of the
territory. For example, the state has recently begun to expand
the right-of way of the Marginais expressways, an action that had
not been considered in the city's masterplan. Surprisingly, the
expansion is in complete disaccord to the transformations that
are underway due to the construction of the Rodoanel3 .Moreover,
it further increases the occupation of the floodplain ignoring its
fundamental ecological function of draining the city.
FIGURE C.3
Concentrated Infrastructural Landscape I
Rail, BRT and Industrial plants
source: Author
3.The construction was announced during
the final stages of this thesis. It has led to a
considerable outcry on behalf of designers,
planners and environmentalists
;; ::: iii; __
FIGURE CA
Rivers in Metropolitan SP I
Restoration of natural systems requires
is fundamentally linked to metropolitan
problems
source Author
A systemic approach becomes increasingly more urgent given the
efforts to direct development in the lowlands. As argued in chapter
2, although the Opera 6es Urbanas mechanism is commendable in
addressing Sho Paulo's paradoxical growth, it is deficient in many
aspects. The lack of a clear vision for the entire territory will most
likely produce dispersed and isolated actions from the private
sector, which fail to incorporate the systemic nature of the lowlands
in their projects. The status quo of development incentives will not
mitigate the systemic problems in the lowlands, since it resembles
more a wholesale of development rights, rather than a defined a
regional strategy of intervention. The development process requires
greater oversight to maximize the public benefits of private
endeavors. Greater direction can also induce the implementation
of projects that are catalytic to the regeneration of the whole
territory. More importantly, the transformation of the lowlands
can reverberate to the whole metropolis and also catalyze broader
changes in S~o Paulo. As evidenced in this work, the function of
mediating metropolitan fluxes attributes the lowlands a high level
of public interest, a characteristic that should be capitalized by the
next wave of reclamation.
In order to implement such a transformation, Sho Paulo has to
create effective planning mechanisms that suit the operationally
weak public sector. Moreover, some of the conditions that need
to be addressed, such as the degradation of the environmental
systems that pass through the lowlands, are fundamentally linked
to much larger metropolitan issues. This thesis suggests that the
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institution of an independent organizational body, such as the
IBA in the Ruhr Valley, could be a good alternative to lead the
reclamation efforts in the lowlands. An independent body has the
capacity no navigate between different administrations (a common
problem in implementing staged projects) and orchestrate the
efforts of federal, state and municipal agencies. Sho Paulo could
also draw inspiration from successful initiatives in catalyzing urban
transformations. Again, Emscher Park was aided by a revolving
property fund that acted on strategic sites that required some
sort of economic funding. The city of Cleveland, for example, has
also created an aggressive land bank program to sustain its urban
regeneration plans4. These cases show that institutional presence
is paramount to implement regional strategies that are staged over
long periods of time.
The reclamation of the lowlands is highly strategic, and represents
a rare opportunity for urban transformation in the history of Sho
Paulo. I hope this work can make a modest contribution to my
beloved metropolis by inspiring systemic thinking and a regional
vision to the lowlands.
4. BERGER (2006), 36
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FIGURE C.5
Marginal Tiet
View looking west
source: Author
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